Adsorption and dissociation of H₂ on Pd doped graphene-like SiC sheet
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ABSTRACT

Doped porous SiC nanostructures with metallic atoms, nanoclusters and nanoparticles have been recognized as promising materials for hydrogen storage. With this regards transition metal elements are interesting impurities for use as doping. In view of this prospect, a theoretical approach based on density functional theory (DFT) was applied to study of the interaction between hydrogen molecule and a graphene-like SiC sheet doped with palladium atom. We have selected a single graphene-like SiC layer, due to its more surface charge polarization in comparison with pure graphene which makes possible remarkable interactions with adsorbed hydrogen molecules. In our study we have included two different configurations of H₂ adsorption: 1) at the first state, hydrogen atoms after adsorption stretched and distance between H atoms has increased but their chemical bond doesn’t break. In this situation a physical adsorption occurred and the binding energy restricts applicable interests where it is appropriate for reversible hydrogen storage; 2) at the second situation, atoms of hydrogen molecule discrete from each other and adsorption occurred in a chemical manner. As instance the when a H₂ molecule interact simultaneously with Pd atom and SiC nanosheet, it can be dissociated as in this case a hydrogen atom makes bond with Pd atom and the other can be adsorbed chemically on the SiC nanosheet surface. More details about adsorption mechanism are discussed in the context.

© 2016 Hydrogen Energy Publications LLC. Published by Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.

Introduction

Fuels based on hydrogen storage capability are systems that release very little environmental pollutants unlike fossil fuels. The use of hydrogen-based fuel cells needs solutions for the current challenges in the realm of technology. For instance we can point out to synthesize and design of the advance materials to reduce the costs of the hydrogen generation, transmission and maintenance [1]. Nanotechnology has introduced new materials with vast range of applications. Among them, carbon nanotubes, fullerenes, and graphene are extremely noteworthy. Recently, graphene-based materials included many significant researches, especially in the field of catalysis, electronics, optics and electro-chemical oxidation.
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and also hydrogen storage generation and production [1–4]. Experimental studies have shown that graphene-based materials can increase the hydrogen storage capacity up to 8.9 Wt. % [1–5]. In addition, practical usage of graphene has been discussed experimentally [6–14] and theoretically [15–18] as a purpose for generation and storage of energy in many articles. An appropriate idea to increase the adsorption of organic molecules on the surface of carbon nanostructures is based on doping their surface by metallic elements. So far, various investigations followed the use of this idea as a strategy for increasing the hydrogen molecule adsorption [19–21]. In fact the metal atoms have significant role to increase the binding energy of hydrogen molecules in a porous surface [22,23]. In a mechanism based on electrostatic interaction, the metallic atoms placed on surface of a nanostructure can bind multiple hydrogen atoms to itself [24–27]. Binding energy dependency of the hydrogen molecules to a transition metal was explained by the Kubas et al. [28]. Recent works have shown dramatic increase in hydrogen storage capacity in carbon nanotubes doped with Li and K atoms [19,20]. In an interesting work presented by Bath et al. [21] it has been observed an unusual adsorption of hydrogen molecules over porous carbons that chemically activated by alkali metals. However, many problems can be occurred for doping carbon nanostructures (for example graphene) with regards to the accumulation of doped atoms because the interactions between metallic atoms are rather stronger than molecules interactions such as hydrogen with carbons atom of graphene [29–31]. The influence of metallic impurities to the increment of the hydrogen adsorption is optimum when the impurities have maximum distance of each other which is conformable in the cases of small metallic nanoclusters. In recent work, the effect of small Pd clusters decorated on graphene was studied by Lopez et al. [32]. The reported results show that the Pd atoms can be bound to the graphene and provide the conditions for H₂ dissociation. However, according to the Lopez et al. [32] defects in graphene lattice can increase binding of the Pd atoms, as binding energy has increased almost 5 times in comparison with pure graphene. Overly, the literature reviews indicate the capacity of hydrogen storage in carbonic materials doped with Pd atoms is increased [33,34]. Choudhary et al. [35] theoretically studied the hydrogen storage on Cu and Pd-decorated graphene with single vacancy defect. They found that the single vacancy defect prevents the transition metal atom clustering and enables hydrogen molecule adsorption with higher value of binding energy. Zachariah et al. [36] reported 30% gain of hydrogen storage capacity of carbon nanotubes that doped with Pd atoms in room temperature and 1.67 MPa pressure in comparison with the pure carbonic nanotubes. In other interesting work Lipson et al. [37] showed that the thin layers of Pd confined in carbon nanotubes can increase the hydrogen storage capacity between 8 and 12 wt%. Other transition metals such as Pt and Ni have also been used in a similar way to increase hydrogen storage capacity in carbon based nanostructures [33–38]. In these cases the general mechanism of the surface activation is based on separated of hydrogen atoms over transition metal elements or clusters and in continue their overflow and adsorption over the carbon atoms surface [39]. In fact clusters of transition metal elements as primary sources of hydrogen in a catalytic process provided conditions for the adsorption of hydrogen atoms over activate carbon sites of the surface and are caused growth of the hydrogen adsorption.

A vast range of studies about hydrogen storage which have been reported theoretically confirm the increase in hydrogen storage capacity of carbon based nanostructures that doped with transition metals [25,27,40–46]. Such behaviors can be also seen in other nanostructure materials such as SiC nanotubes [47]. SiC nanotubes that were synthesized for the first time in 2001 [48] have a lot of potential application for use in high temperature, high power electronic and surface adsorption property due to great surface interactions [49–51]. The theoretical results show that the binding energy of H₂ to SiC nanotubes increased almost 20% compared to that of the pure carbon nanotubes according to rather ionic nature and also polarization of Si–C bonds [52]. These properties of SiC nanotubes (SiCNT) made them convenient for hydrogen storage. Special characters of SiCNTs made them important in bonding with molecules such as H₂, CO₂, NO and etc., which rather weakly interacted with carbon nanotubes by van der Waals forces [53]. Especially the interactions between hydrogen and SiCNT have been the subject of several ab initio studies [54–57]. Zhao et al. [51] and Mpourmpakis et al. [52] have reported electronic characterization and structural properties of SiCNT at presence of the H₂ interaction. They found that a hydrogen storage capacity in SiCNT is 30% more than pure carbon nanotubes that consequently results to the introduction of SiCNT as new material for hydrogen storage. Another interesting work was performed by Gali [58] based on the total energy calculation of hydrogen adsorbed over SiCNT that doped with Boron, and Nitrogen atoms replaced in the lattice structure of nanotube. In addition, Wang et al. [59] in an ab initio study based on density functional theory (DFT) investigated interactions between H₂ molecules and doped Li atoms in SiC nanotubes. They found that a physical adsorption of hydrogen molecules on pure SiCNT with adsorption energy of about 0.086 eV, although the H₂ binding energy to Li atoms adsorbed on SiCNT is higher and reach to the value of 0.211 eV. A system containing Ti-doped graphene like SiC sheet and SiC nanotubes was studied by Banerjee et al. [60]. According to their work, an interacting hydrogen molecule with Ti ion on SiC sheet (or nanotube) leads to dissociation of the first hydrogen molecule in the atomic form and thereafter Ti atom adsorbs hydrogen in the molecular form. Also A similar study for Li and Ca doped graphene like SiC sheet has been investigated by Song et al. [61]. Barghi et al. [62] studied experimentally the hydrogen adsorption and desorption in SiC nanotubes. They found that the hydrogen storage capacity of the synthesized SiCNT's for the purified SiCNT's it is 50% higher than that of the corresponding carbon nanotubes. In our previous work, we investigated the hydrogen storage capacity of Si₆₀C₆₀ nano-cage based on a mechanism derived from density functional theory and molecular dynamics [47]. In this work, we investigate the adsorption of hydrogen in graphene-like SiC sheet doped with Pd atom. At first, preferred states of
Table 1 – Optimized geometry parameters and binding energy of the free H2, PdH and PdH2 systems.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Structure</th>
<th>Type</th>
<th>(d_{\text{Pd-H}}) (Å)</th>
<th>(d_{\text{H-H}}) (Å)</th>
<th>(\angle \text{H-Pd-H}) (°)</th>
<th>(E_b) (eV)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>H2</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>0.748 (0.75, 0.746)</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–4.489 (–4.638, –4.520)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pd-H</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>1.56 (1.54, 1.53)</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–2.365 (2.630)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pd-H2</td>
<td>II</td>
<td>1.71 (1.69, 1.68)</td>
<td>0.88 (0.90, 0.88)</td>
<td>29.9 (31.0, 30.4)</td>
<td>–0.884 (–0.936, –0.837)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>III</td>
<td>1.77 (1.75, 1.77)</td>
<td>0.80 (0.80, 0.79)</td>
<td>2.3</td>
<td>–0.359 (–0.406, –0.295)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>IV</td>
<td>1.54 (1.54, 1.52)</td>
<td>1.87 (1.76, 1.74)</td>
<td>74.7 (69.8, 69.8)</td>
<td>–0.743 (–0.761, –0.642)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1.65 (1.66, 1.64)</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>180.0</td>
<td>–0.091</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

a [25].
b [56,61].
c [57].
d [59].

hydrogen adsorbed and chemical bonds during the process of adsorption are explored. Then discussions about adsorption energy, energy band structures and density of states of desired structures are performed.

Computational details

The calculations were done based on density functional theory (DFT) by using OPENMX code which solves self-consistently the Kohn–Sham equations. Crystal orbitals are expanded by using of a linear combination of numerical quasi atomic orbitals similar to method suggested by Sankey and Niklewski [63]. In all calculations LCAO basis set used for ground state simulation of the systems and calculation of the Bloch wave functions. For creating exact description of the charge density in real space and self-consistent calculation of the Hamiltonian matrix, a cut off limitation about 150 Ry was determined for integration. Ionic nucleus interactions were considered in the framework of norm-conserving fully separable Troullier–Martines pseudopotential [64] in Kleinman–Bylander [65] aspect in our calculations. Binding energy for an atom or adsorbed molecule (X) can be determined as the following equation:

\[
E_b(\text{SiC} + X) = E_T(\text{SiC} + X) - [E_T(\text{SiC}) + E_T(X)] + \Delta_{\text{BSSE}}
\]

where \(E_T(\text{SiC})\) total energy of a pure SiC sheet, \(E_T(X)\) is total energy of an isolated of X atom or molecule and also \(E_T(\text{SiC} + X)\) is total energy of functionalized SiC sheet with X atom or molecule. Negative values of the binding energy indicate the exothermic adsorption. In this work we used spin polarized generalized gradient approximation (GGA) as parameterized by Perdue et al. (PBE) [66]. The \(\Delta_{\text{BSSE}}\) added for correcting the superposition errors of the ground state basis sets as they are used for description of the interacting systems [67]. To ensure removing extra interactions between SiC sheets in neighbor supercells we have considered a vacuum region about 25 Å in all calculations because at this amount of distance between two unit cells, we have a minimal change in total energy of the systems. All atoms have been relaxed in the extended region. Inter atomic forces calculated based on Hellmann–Feynman force calculation method [68] and the structures were optimized based on conjugated gradient approximation [69]. The systems were optimized at room temperature while the mean square of the obtained forces reaches to less than or equal to 0.05 eV/Å.

In order to estimate the accuracy of the calculations, we first studied the fcc bulk structure of Pd lattice with Mokhorst-Pack K-point 8 × 8 × 8. In optimization process, the lattice constant obtained about 3.86 eV/Å, in addition a cohesive energy was calculated to be 3.75 eV/Å, which is in agreement with the experimental results (3.86 eV/Å) [70]. Also we studied bond lengths and dissociation energy of the H2, PdH and PdH2 molecules which are compared with the results of the previous works shown in Table 1. According to Table 1, the results are in good agreement with previously reported experimental and theoretical studies [71–73].

At first we consider a Pd atom on a SiC sheet. One Pd atom per unit cell was considered at different sites with high symmetry. Valuable high symmetry positions are: the top sites on the carbon and silicon, hollow sites on the hexagonal rings center and bridge sites on the middle of Si–C bonds (as shown in Fig. 1). Based on Lopez et al. [32] we present several structural parameters for the adsorption sites of the Pd after structural optimization: \(z_{\text{SiC-Pd}}\) is defined as vertical distance from the Pd atom and mean \(z\) co-ordinates of the Si and C atoms of SiC sheet, \(d_{\text{Si,C-Pd}}\) average distance between Pd atom and nearest silicon or carbon atom, \(\Delta z\) is defined as a parameter estimating the...
deviation of the SiC plane along Z-axis direction. The binding energy of Pd atoms to the SiC sheet can be estimated as the following formula:

$$E_b(Pd) = E_T(SiC/Pd) - [E_T(Pd) + E_T(SiC)]$$  \hspace{1cm} (2)

where $E_T(SiC)$ total energy of a pure SiC sheet, $E_T(Pd)$ is total energy of an isolated Pd atom and also $E_T(SiC/Pd)$ is total energy of functionalized SiC sheet with Pd atom. A negative value of binding energy describes an attractive interaction. In similar way, according to Lopez et al. [32], in the following we study the adsorption of hydrogen atom and molecule on the SiC sheet that doped with Pd atom by considering different positions of PdH (PdH$_2$) as shown in Fig. 2. The side and end-on interaction of H$_2$ with Pd atoms was considered during the formation of PdH$_2$ systems [74,75]. So in primary calculation we study the interaction between hydrogen atom and Pd atom adsorbed on SiC sheet. We obtain optimal distance of Pd-H by determining the different positions of the hydrogen atom during interaction with Pd located at situations that already mentioned on SiC sheet as shown in Fig. 2. According to the configurations presented by Lopez et al. [32] then we study the adsorption of a dihydrogen molecule on Pd doped SiC sheet with considering different positions of PdH$_2$ as are labeled from I to IV. In fact both side-on and end-on adsorption is considered in the binding energy calculations.

The I and II structures refer to the side-on and end-on configurations as the H–H bond remain stable after relaxation while in the side-on of the III and IV structures H–H bond is broken, which is in agreement with Lopez et al. [32]. In the study of these structures H–H and Pd–H bond length ($d_{H-H}$, $d_{Pd-H}$) and angle between H-Pd-H ($\angle H$-$Pd$-$H$) determined for free and adsorbed systems. The structural parameters such as vertical distance of Pd atom from SiC sheet ($Z_{SiC-Pd}$), average distance of the Pd atom from Si or C atom of the SiC sheet ($d_{Si,C-Pd}$) and deviation of the SiC sheet along z axis ($\Delta z$) assessed during adsorption on SiC sheet. We also obtained the rotation angle of the hydrogen molecules towards substrate (see $\theta$ in Fig. 2). The adsorption energy of the H$_2$ on the Pd doped SiC sheet can be obtained as follows:

$$E_b(H_n) = E_T(SiC/Pd/H_n) - [E_T(SiC/Pd) + E_T(H_n)]$$  \hspace{1cm} (3)

$n$ is equal to 1 or 2 according to the number of H atoms, $E_T(Pd/SiC)$ denotes to the total energy of functionalized sheet with Pd, $E_T(H_n)$ is total energy of H and H$_2$ structures and $E_T(H_n/Pd/SiC)$ is total energy of Pd doped SiC sheet with

---

**Fig. 2** – Geometry structures of the: (a) SiC/Pd/H and (b) SiC/Pd/H$_2$ systems.
adsorbed hydrogen atom or molecules. Study of the electronic properties and chemical bonding of the adsorbed H or H₂ molecule is possible with analysis of the density of states (DOS), band structure and also crystal orbital overlap population (COOP) of the considered systems.

Results and discussion

Adsorption positions

Optimized structures for the free PdH, PdH₂ and SiC supported systems were studied and results are listed in Tables 1 and 2. The interaction between the H₂ molecules and Pd atoms is well-known, so to check the accuracy of our calculations the obtained results compared with earlier works and presented in Table 1. In order to compare results of the SiC/Pd system with similar systems based on graphene, the results obtained with I to IV configurations were compared with Lopez et al. [32]. According to the data presented in Table 1, the binding energy of a hydrogen molecule is about 4.49 eV which is in agreement with previous studies [71,76]. Also the H–H bond length for free H₂ molecule is 0.748 Å which is close to the data presented by Lopez et al. [32] and Weast et al. [71]. The binding energy of PdH molecule decreased to –2.36 eV owing to the weaker interaction between Pd–H than H–H coupling. Reducing the binding energy value of PdH molecule is associated with elongation of Pd–H bond length (1.56 Å) than H–H bond length (0.748 Å) in H₂ molecule. These results are in agreement with previous GGA-DFT calculation.

The interaction between H₂ molecules with an isolated Pd atom can lead to the further reduction of the binding energy and elongation of the Pd–H bond length in some manners. As it can be clearly seen from Table 1, from I to IV configurations of H₂–Pd interaction, the highest value of the binding energy is related to I system that called the Kubas complex, as hydrogen molecules don’t break and H–H bond remains stable where the H₂ molecule locates exactly on Pd atom in horizontal shape. The obtained results have also a good agreement with Lopez et al. [32]. In Kubas state the binding energy of the PdH₂ system is about –0.884 eV which is significantly lower than H₂ or PdH systems. The secondary most stable state is related to III configuration as in this state two H atoms are attached to the Pd atom with optimized ∠H–Pd–H angle of 74.7°. In this state the calculated binding energy is about 0.141 eV less than of Kubas state.

We have also two linear PdH₂ system indexed as II and IV. The II configuration is end-on approaching mode, as H₂ binding energy is about –0.359 eV which is lower than I and III configurations. In this case the optimized structure of H₂ molecule slightly turn to the SiC sheet as it is not perfectly vertical on the Pd atom so makes a little angle of ∠H–Pd–H just

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>System</th>
<th>Site</th>
<th>Z_{SiC-Pd}</th>
<th>d_{Si-C-Pd}</th>
<th>d_{Pd-H}</th>
<th>d_{H-H}</th>
<th>∠H-Pd-H</th>
<th>(θ)</th>
<th>E_b (eV)</th>
<th>E_g</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SiC/Pd</td>
<td>Top-C</td>
<td>2.16</td>
<td>2.56, 2.16</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–1.91</td>
<td>1.82</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Top-Si</td>
<td>2.27</td>
<td>2.27, 2.96</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–1.89</td>
<td>1.61</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Bridge</td>
<td>1.92</td>
<td>2.52, 2.17</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–2.53</td>
<td>2.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Hollow</td>
<td>1.81</td>
<td>2.52, 2.62</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–2.51</td>
<td>2.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SiC/Pd/H</td>
<td>Top-C</td>
<td>2.23</td>
<td>2.63, 2.30</td>
<td>1.65</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>–2.95</td>
<td>2.55 (2.45)*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Top-Si</td>
<td>2.20</td>
<td>2.27, 2.47</td>
<td>1.62</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>82.8</td>
<td>–2.81</td>
<td>2.01 (1.41)*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Bridge</td>
<td>2.30</td>
<td>2.45, 2.70</td>
<td>1.63</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>82.7</td>
<td>–3.01</td>
<td>2.45 (2.36)*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Hollow</td>
<td>1.99</td>
<td>2.49, 2.52</td>
<td>1.61</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>51.32</td>
<td>–2.99</td>
<td>2.42 (2.41)*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SiC/Pd/H₂</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>Top-C</td>
<td>1.98</td>
<td>2.59, 2.15</td>
<td>1.79</td>
<td>0.82</td>
<td>26.42</td>
<td>75.04</td>
<td>–3.14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Top-Si</td>
<td>2.00</td>
<td>2.56, 2.64</td>
<td>1.79</td>
<td>0.82</td>
<td>26.40</td>
<td>71.30</td>
<td>–3.18</td>
<td>2.36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Bridge</td>
<td>2.34</td>
<td>2.15, 2.60</td>
<td>1.80</td>
<td>0.82</td>
<td>26.10</td>
<td>64.53</td>
<td>–2.51</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Hollow</td>
<td>1.87</td>
<td>2.66, 2.72</td>
<td>1.80</td>
<td>0.84</td>
<td>27.05</td>
<td>60.34</td>
<td>–2.77</td>
<td>2.35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>II</td>
<td>Top-C</td>
<td>2.15</td>
<td>2.65, 2.15</td>
<td>1.98</td>
<td>0.76</td>
<td>0.93</td>
<td>89.42</td>
<td>–2.79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Top-Si</td>
<td>2.19</td>
<td>2.19, 2.62</td>
<td>2.10</td>
<td>0.76</td>
<td>18.51</td>
<td>66.02</td>
<td>–2.79</td>
<td>2.36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Bridge</td>
<td>2.37</td>
<td>2.65, 2.15</td>
<td>1.81</td>
<td>0.82</td>
<td>25.80</td>
<td>82.24</td>
<td>–2.01</td>
<td>2.31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Hollow</td>
<td>1.90</td>
<td>2.71, 2.40</td>
<td>1.85</td>
<td>0.84</td>
<td>26.69</td>
<td>60.34</td>
<td>–2.77</td>
<td>2.35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>III</td>
<td>Top-C</td>
<td>2.16</td>
<td>2.60, 2.16</td>
<td>1.79</td>
<td>0.82</td>
<td>26.10</td>
<td>64.53</td>
<td>–2.51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Top-Si</td>
<td>2.16</td>
<td>2.34, 2.56</td>
<td>1.86</td>
<td>0.80</td>
<td>25.10</td>
<td>64.08</td>
<td>–2.48</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Bridge</td>
<td>2.18</td>
<td>2.56, 2.34</td>
<td>2.22</td>
<td>0.76</td>
<td>14.89</td>
<td>48.56</td>
<td>–2.57</td>
<td>2.58</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>IV</td>
<td>Top-C</td>
<td>2.02</td>
<td>2.55, 2.34</td>
<td>1.58</td>
<td>1.63</td>
<td>61.52</td>
<td>45.63</td>
<td>–2.46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Top-Si</td>
<td>2.14</td>
<td>2.54, 2.14</td>
<td>1.57</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>170.21</td>
<td>9.36</td>
<td>–1.65</td>
<td>1.65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Bridge</td>
<td>2.10</td>
<td>2.68, 2.11</td>
<td>1.56</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>174.94</td>
<td>6.06</td>
<td>–2.02</td>
<td>1.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Hollow</td>
<td>2.14</td>
<td>2.57, 2.14</td>
<td>1.82</td>
<td>0.804</td>
<td>26.68</td>
<td>62.75</td>
<td>–2.01</td>
<td>0.89</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* For SiC/Pd/H system the E_g data are separated for up and down spin states. The data in parentheses show that the band gap for down spin states.
The IV configuration has binding energy about −0.091 eV although here we obtained this structure stable (due to its negative binding energy) but this structure reported unstable in Lopez et al. [32]. Generally the obtained results in Table 1 are in agreement with previous works [32,74] as the binding energy of H₂ molecule to the Pd atom can be ordered as \( E_b(\text{HI}) > E_b(\text{III}) > E_b(\text{II}) > E_b(\text{IV}) \).

In continue, we performed the first study of the SiC/Pd system as a subsystem for interacting with H atom or H₂ molecules. The four different situations of top-C, top-Si, hollow and bridge sites (see Fig. 1) of the SiC sheet are examined for Pd atom adsorption. Regarding to the surface properties of SiC sheet doped with Pd atoms, it can be found from Table 2 that the most stable position for a Pd atom is a bridge site of the SiC sheet. Although the binding energy on top-C, Si and hollow sites are very close to the bridge state with differences about 0.62 eV−0.64 and 0.02 eV, respectively. The weakest binding energy occurs on top-Si position. The vertical distance of the Pd atom from SiC sheet (\( Z_{\text{SiC-Pd}} \)) represents that the Pd atom gets closer distance from SiC sheet in bridge and hollow sites than the top site of related states. Deformation of the SiC sheet along the axis perpendicular to the surface (\( \Delta z \)) is between 0.13 and 0.34 Å. Similar calculations by Chan et al. [77] and also Lopez et al. [32] indicate to \( \Delta z < 0.1 \) Å for graphene.

Comparing Pd binding energy to the SiC sheet indicate that it is almost 2.32 times more than binding energy on graphene. The recent GGA-DFT calculations presented by Maiti and Rica [78] indicate that stable position for adsorptions of Pd atoms on a monolayer graphene. This result somewhat different in case of carbon nanotubes as the DFT calculations presented by Durgun et al. [79] and Xiao et al. [43] show that bridge states on C−C bonds parallel to the axis of carbon nanotubes (CNTs) are suitable for adsorbing Pd atom and has higher value of the binding energy as it is about 0.66 eV where the C−Pd bond length is about 2.12 Å. According to Mitta and Rica [78] results, binding energy of Pd to the graphene is about 4% less than its binding energy to the CNTs due to the curvature of the CNT structures which caused stronger interactions between nanotube and Pd atom. According to the Lopez et al. [32] finding the binding energy of Pd on graphene changed between 0.897 and 1.077 eV for different situation of doping which is less than binding energy of Pd to the SiC sheet.

We have been considered the SiC/Pd/H system for analysis. Regarding to the binding energy of the H atom to the SiC/Pd system which is described in Table 2, it can be clearly seen, the SiC/Pd in bridge site configuration in a preferential position for the adsorption of H atoms on Pd atom. In this case the binding energy of the H atom to the SiC/Pd system is about −4.08 eV which shows the stable state due to the negative binding energy value. Although the binding energy for different configurations has small differences about 0.02−0.07 eV with most stable states as the H atom has lowest binding energy to the SiC/Pd system in top-Si configuration. Comprising the binding energy of the H to the SiC/Pd system with binding energy of the H to the isolated Pd atom (see Table 1) show that the binding energy of the H atom has a significant increment about 1.6 eV. The gain of the H binding energy can be related to the electrostatic interaction between H and Pd atoms as charge polarization of Pd increased after locating on SiC sheet. In the case of SiC/Pd system the interaction between H and SiC sheet is not very significant regarding to the H atom which is approximately located in vertical states (\( 51.32 \leq q \leq 90 \)) sufficiently far from SiC sheet. On the other hand, the Pd−H interaction increases the distance of the Pd from SiC sheet as it can be seen from \( Z_{\text{SiC-Pd}} \) presented in Table 2. In all considered cases deformation of SiC layer along z axis is \( \Delta z < 0.44 \) Å.

However, in the case of SiC/Pd/H system, the DFT calculations are not available, but similar calculations for H adsorption on Pd doped graphene is exist based on Lopez et al. [32]. The most stable position for adsorption of the H atom is on Pd directly located on Si−C bond of the SiC sheet as we name this state as bridge site. However in this case the Pd atom somewhat is moved to the carbon atoms. The Pd−H bond length in isolated molecular structure is slightly shorter than Pd−H bond length when it is placed on the SiC sheet due...

Fig. 3 – The contour plot of the electrostatic difference potential (\( \Delta V \) (eV)) for a) PdH and b) SiC/Pd/H systems. The light and dark regions show the location of the charge accumulation and depletion, respectively. The curve inside the figure shows the average electrostatic optional around PdH molecule.
Fig. 4 – Highest occupied (HOCO) and lowest unoccupied (LUCO) crystal orbitals of the most stable configurations of (I)-SiC/Pd/H₂ system for (a) bridge and (b) hollow states from top and side views.
to interaction between Pd and H atoms in SiC/Pd/H structure, similar to the graphene case [32]. In all structures of SiC/Pd/H, bond length of Pd–H is in the range of 1.61–1.64 Å. For examined configurations the binding energy of the H atom to the SiC/Pd substrate is --3 eV which is significantly larger than the binding energy of the H atom to the isolated Pd atom (--2.3 eV). Also the binding energy of the H atom to the graphene/Pd substrate is --2.9 eV for bridge state as it is slightly larger than the binding energy than the isolated Pd atom [32]. Based results, it can be concluded that H atom can bind to the SiC/Pd substrate with energy larger than graphene/Pd or isolated Pd systems (near 0.2 eV difference). This behavior can be originated from the induced electrostatic potential to the SiC sheet after doping one Pd atom. In Fig. 3, it has depicted a contour plot of the electrostatic difference potential around isolated PdH molecule and SiC/Pd/H system. The dark and light regions show the location of the negative and positive charges concentration. It can be seen from figure that, the negative charge around Pd atom has increased due to charge polarization of the SiC sheet as the quantum well behind H atom is deeper in comparison with free PdH molecule about 0.15 eV.

Finally we study the adsorption of H2 molecules on SiC sheet that functionalized by Pd atom. With regard to the binding energy that presented in Table 2, the most stable state of SiC/Pd/H2 is belonged to the Kubas structures that named I as the structural parameters of top-c, bridge and hollow sites of doping are almost very close to each other. In comparison with SiC/Pd/H system the binding energy of the H2 molecule to the SiC/Pd substrate has a little growth in contrast to the graphene based system [32]. According to the Lopez et al. [32] the binding energy of the H2 molecule to the graphene/Pd substrate is --1.1–1.9 eV for various configurations of H2 adsorption states. This condition is the results of the higher charge polarizability of the SiC sheet than graphene due to the Pd decoration. The corresponding states for highest occupied and lowest unoccupied crystal orbitals (HOCO and LUCO) for bridge and hollow states which have higher stability in Kubas configurations are shown in Fig. 4. The light and dark parts show the positive and negative sign of the wave functions. The concentration of the wave function shows the active sites of the system at the equilibrium state. As it can be observed, the in HOCO of the bridge and hollow states the active sites mainly concentrated on SiC/Pd substrate but the LUCO somewhat is made from H atomic orbitals hybridization with SiC/Pd crystal orbitals.

The H2 binding energy in II configurations of SiC/Pd system is somewhat close to the III configurations but small deviations in order of 0.2 eV are made. The optimized structures show that the hydrogen molecules in this state turn to the Kubas state and their positions shift to the bridge or top-C sites. The bond length of the adsorbed H2 molecule on SiC/Pd sheet is increased from 0.76 to 0.819 Å. Also in hollow state of III configuration, the distance between hydrogen atoms is equal to 1.63 Å that means the H–H bond is ruptured. In general, the same result about the graphene/Pd/H2 and single walled carbon nanotube (SWCNT)/Pd/H2 has been reported [32,43].

In the case of IV states, the binding energies of all examined positions were significantly less than that of I to III binding energies discussed above. In contrast to the graphene/Pd/H2 system or carbon nanotubes, dissociation of hydrogen molecules is not observed in these cases -H bond is broken and one H atom is adsorbed on the surface of SiC and the second H atom make bond to the Pd atom. Although in all cases, the Pd atom moves to the top-C state after optimization. In Fig. 5, it has shown that the H2 molecule is dissociated on top-C state of the SiC/Pd/H2 system for IV optimized configuration. In fact in this situation, atoms of hydrogen molecule discrete from each other and adsorption occurred in a chemical manner.

According to the values of Table 2, a general behavior can be seen, as the binding energy of different states in top-C is more than binding energy in top-Si, also the binding energy of bridge states are more than the hollow states. In all cases, the distortion of SiC layer is very low when interacting with Pd atom and H2 molecule and rotation of hydrogen molecules along the z-axis (θ) has a little impact on binding energy. In

Fig. 5 – (a) The optimize geometry and structural parameters of SiC/Pd/H in bridge state, (b) the contour plot of the electrostatic difference potential (ΔV (eV)) of the corresponding bridge SiC/Pd/H2 system.
comparison with isolated states, the binding energy of H₂ molecules to SiC/Pd structure was meaningfully increased and this growth is more than things reported for graphene and CNTs, therefore the results indicate that the SiC sheets that covered by Pd atoms can provide convenient stability for better adsorption of H₂ molecules.

**Analysis of chemical bonding and electronic properties**

To compare the obtained results with earlier theoretical works on graphene, we studied the chemical bonds during the H or H₂ adsorption on SiC/Pd substrate according to the analysis of crystal orbital overlap population (COOP) belonging to the pair atoms (C-Pd, Si-Pd and H-Pd) that provided preferred positions for adsorptions. These states are bridge configurations for SiC/Pd/H and Kubas complex of SiC/Pd/H₂ which refer to the most stable structures from binding energy point of view. The COOP curves for C-Pd, Si-Pd and H-Pd in the process of adsorption of H and H₂ on the single layer of SiC/Pd structure are shown in Fig. 6. Positive and negative parts of COOP show “bonding” and “anti-bonding” states, respectively.

Regarding to the most stable adsorption position of Pd on bridge state, COOP curves of Pd-H, Pd-C and Pd-Si show a distribution of bonding and anti-bonding states near the Fermi level in all configurations including with or without H or H₂ adsorbents. The same behavior for graphene/Pd/H(H₂) systems have been reported by Lopez et al. [32]. Both SiC/Pd/H(H₂) systems have significant bonding states close to −5 eV which indicate the H-Pd strong coupling. The value of the COOP for SiC/Pd/H is higher than corresponding systems for SiC/Pd/H₂ which means more overlap of the H and Pd atoms. This refers to the higher values of binding energy of the single hydrogen atom to the Pd/SiC system which is in agreement with data presented in Table 2. For SiC/Pd/H₂ some bonding and anti-bonding states raise near Fermi level (E = 0) as we can see that the C-Pd and Si-Pd interaction make a bonding and antibonding states, respectively.

In Fig. 7 density of states (DOS) curve of the pure SiC, SiC/Pd, SiC/Pd/H and SiC/Pd/H₂ systems in their most stable configurations are shown. In all DOS curves the contribution of the electronic states have been projected on included atoms (Si, C, Pd and H atoms). The band gap of the SiC nanosheet is about 3.7 eV as the energy gap of the Pd doped systems has significant changes according to the different configuration of doping. Also we can see different values of energy gap (Eg) for SiC/Pd/H and SiC/Pd/H₂ according to the data presented in Table 2. Regarding to the E₀ of the considered system in their most stable configuration we can find the energy gap are 2.05, 2.36 (down spin state) and 2.36 eV for SiC/Pd, SiC/Pd/H and SiC/Pd/H₂ system, respectively. In fact a new donor states appear inside the gap which can be seen clearly in band structure plotted in Fig. 8.

The scheme of SiC/Pd/H and SiC/Pd/H₂ is somewhat different from band structure point of view. In comparison with pure SiC and SiC/Pd band structures we can see a partial spin splitting in the valence and conduction bands as the valence band edge of the SiC/Pd system is strongly affected by new electronic states. The spin polarized DFT calculations indicate that the new states inside gap are fully spin polarized as a level of acceptor type with spin down state appear at the edge of the valence band. This band state is created by hybridization of Pd 4d and H-1s orbitals. The Mulliken population analysis, electronic charge and spin for various configurations are shown in Table 3. According to data presented in table, it can be clearly observed that the H atom in SiC/Pd/H system has net charge just −0.103 and −0.098 e for bridge and top-C states, respectively. On the other hand, the corresponding charges on Pd atom in bridge and hollow sites are −0.414 and −0.386 e, respectively. In the case of the SiC/Pd/H₂ systems the charge on each H atoms has a positive sign as its value is +0.05 e for both bridge and top states. Regarding to this results, it can be concluded that, the electrostatic interaction between H and Pd is the main reason for higher binding energy values in SiC/Pd/H₂ than the SiC/Pd/H system because in both of them, Pd atom has negative net charge while the H atoms have positive value of charge in SiC/Pd/H₂ in contrast of SiC/Pd/H system.

According to the values in Table 3, for SiC/Pd/H system the induced spin moment on Pd and H atom are 0.551 and 0.273μB respectively. Such behavior of magnetization can be a distinguishing feature of SiC/Pd/H from SiC/Pd/H₂. For SiC/Pd/H₂ system the conduction band edge degeneracy split due to the H₂ interaction with SiC/Pd system and narrow subband appears in the gap of the SiC sheet. According to the figure the valence band of the SiC/Pd and SiC/Pd/H₂ systems are very similar without any spin polarization in electronic states.

In brief, we have found the catalytic activity of the Pd atom located on the SiC nanosheet as a substrate. We found that the
Fig. 7 – Total and projected density of states of the palladium (Pd) doped silicon carbide (SiC) nanosheet: (a) pure SiC nanosheet, (b) isolated PdH, (c) PdH₂ molecules and (d) SiC/Pd, (e) SiC/Pd/H and (f) SiC/Pd/H₂ systems.

Fig. 8 – Band structure of the most stable configurations of the pure (a) SiC nanosheet, (b) SiC/Pd, (c) SiC/Pd/H and (d) SiC/Pd/H₂ systems.
hydrogen atom as well as H₂ molecule can bind to the Pd atom in a chemisorption process as in some situations we can see H₂ dissociation. According to our results some H or H₂ interacting configurations with SiC/Pd subsystem have higher value of binding energy and so higher structural stability.

Conclusion

Graphene-like SiC sheet decorated with Pd atom was investigated as a promising material for hydrogen storage or H₂ dissociation. A theoretical approach based on density functional theory (DFT) was applied to study of the interaction between hydrogen molecule and a graphene-like SiC sheet doped with Pd atom. In our study we have included two different configuration of H₂ adsorption: 1) At the first state, hydrogen atoms after adsorption stretched and distance between H atoms has increased but their chemical bond doesn’t break. In this situation a physical adsorption occurred and the binding energy restricts applicable interests where it is appropriate for reversible hydrogen storage; 2) At the second situation, atoms of hydrogen molecule discrete from each other and adsorption occurred in a chemical manner. The distortion of SiC layer is very low when interacting with Pd atom and H₂ molecule and the rotation of hydrogen molecules along the z-axis (φ) has a little impact on binding energy. In comparison with a free state, the binding energy of H₂ molecules to SiC/Pd structure was meaningfully increased and this growth is more than things reported for graphene and carbon nanotubes based systems. Therefore, the results indicate that the SiC sheets that covered by Pd atoms can provide convenient stability for better adsorption of H₂ molecules.
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